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Physics Tutorial - The Physics Classroom

www.physicsclassroom.com/Class
The Physics Classroom Topics 1-D Kinematics. The motion of objects in one-dimension
are described using word, diagrams, numbers, graphs, and equations.

Sound - Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sound
In physics, sound is a vibration that propagates as a typically audible mechanical wave
of pressure and displacement, through a transmission medium such as air or water.

Math, Science and Sound activities by Phil Tulga

www.philtulga.com/MSSActivities.html
Math, Science and Sound Activities. By popular demand, I have added this activity
page as a follow up to my Math, Science and Sound program. You will find that it ...

Electromagnetic Waves â€“ The Physics Hypertextbook

physics.info/em-waves
This is an interesting and simple set of relations, but keep in mind that it only works for
electromagnetic waves in free space. Things are different in a media and ...

Physics - Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physics
Physics became a separate science when early modern Europeans used experimental
and quantitative methods to discover what are now considered to be the laws of physics.

Music & Noise - The Physics Hypertextbook

physics.info/music
Noise might not be ordered, but that doesn't mean it can't be described. Frequency is to
sound as color is to light. We hear different frequencies of sound as ...

Guitar Strings - Physics

www.physicsclassroom.com/class/sound/Lesson-5/Guitar-Strings
Flickr Physics. Visit The Physics Classroom's Flickr Galleries and enjoy a photo
overview of the topic of standing waves. Shockwave Studios. Interact, view, and ...

BAD PHYSICS: Misconceptions spread by K-6 Grade School ...
amasci.com/miscon/miscon4.html
CORRECT: Clouds actually remain aloft because they are warm inside. Clouds are
heavy. Evaporated water (the H2O gas) is not heavy, it actually is less dense than air ...

Why does a remote car key work when held to your
head/body?

physics.stackexchange.com/questions/101913/why-does-a-remote-car...
This is a really interesting question. It turns out that your body is reasonably conductive
(think salt water, more on that in the answer to this question), and that ...

PhET: Free online physics, chemistry, biology, earth ...

https://phet.colorado.edu
What is PhET? Founded in 2002 by Nobel Laureate Carl Wieman, the PhET Interactive
Simulations project at the University of Colorado Boulder creates free ...
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